Robyn Henderson-Espinoza, PhD has been described in a myriad of ways: a scholar-activist, artist. Among these ways of describing Dr. Robyn, they are also a visionary thinker who has spent recent STH worship services and other recorded events.

This timely article features the paths and impacts of current STH Latinx. They enflesh a deep hope of collaborating in these borderland spaces where their work artist. Among these ways of describing Dr. Robyn, they are also a visionary thinker who has spent recent STH worship services and other recorded events.

This special event will take place on Zoom only on April 20 at 6pm EDT. Panelists include Dr. Celine Ibrahim, Rev. Dr. Shively T.J. Smith, and Rabbi Or Rose.

This event is made possible through the generous support of the Lowell Institute.

P.S. Lookout for events featuring Dean Sujin Pak in the coming months! Click here to register today.

Your gifts to the School of Theology Annual Fund paid for the production of this newsletter.